The original fireplace innovator
The suspended fireplace began with Focus.

The launch of Gyrofocus in 1968 sparked a revolution in fire. Never before had a fireplace been lifted from the earth, into the air. Focus had made its mark, and we continue to be synonymous with groundbreaking aesthetics today.

Since our small beginnings in Viols le Fort, France, our firm has grown from a simple artist’s studio into an international business. Throughout this journey, we have maintained an unwavering commitment to craftsmanship: every Focus fireplace is still handmade in France.

Favoured by architects and tastemakers the world over, the Focus range has received numerous accolades. Gyrofocus was named World’s Most Beautiful Object at the Pulchra Design Awards in Italy in 2009, and the Slimfocus recently received the Red Dot Design Award.
“Fire transforms, turning fuel into heat and light. This transformative power is, for me, what makes fire the richest source of inspiration on earth.”

Dominique Imbert,
Focus Founder

**Paxfocus**
A sculpture against your wall

**Emifocus**
Timeless elegance

**Ergofocus**
Striking and strong

---

**Key Features**
- Wall hung fireplace
- Suitable for medium and large spaces
- Firebox size 950mm
- Matt black finish
- 4.5 KW

---

**Key Features**
- Wall hung fireplace
- Suitable for small spaces
- Firebox diameter 700mm
- Matt black finish
- 4.5 KW

---

**Key Features**
- Rotates 360°
- Heart size 950mm
- Matt black finish
- 5 KW
Bathyscafocus
Evoking nature’s curve

**KEY FEATURES**
- Rotates 360°
- Firebox diameter 700mm
- Matt black finish
- 5.5 KW

Gyrofocus
The original icon

**KEY FEATURES**
- Released in 1968
- Rotates 360°
- Voted ‘World’s Most Beautiful Object’ in the Pulchra Design Competition, Italy
- Firebox size 1250mm
- 6 KW

Filiofocus
An indoor firepit with a telescopic difference

**KEY FEATURES**
- Telescopic or fixed model
- Inground or standing hearth
- Hood available in 1600mm or 2000mm
- Disc size 1160mm
- 6 KW
**Antefocus**  
The prototype for greatness

**KEY FEATURES**
- Wall hung fireplace
- Waxed raw steel finish
- Apparent welding lines
- First model ever created by Focus in 1967
- Firebox size 1900mm
- Made to order and numbered

**Stimfocus**  
Sleek and chic

**KEY FEATURES**
- Newest model in the Focus range
- Slow combustion model
- Rotates 360° or fixed
- Optional room air independent operation
- Suspended or standing models
- 2 to 6 kW

**Bathyscafocus**  
Hublot  
A porthole to the flame

**KEY FEATURES**
- Slow combustion model
- Firebox diameter 700mm
- Matt black finish
- Round self-cleaning glass door
- 9 kW
Certified by the Australian Home Heating Association.